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This paper describes the CFD modelling of a reactor operating in the nuclear industry using LES approach. The reactor consists
of an unbaﬄed stirred tank reactor in which plutonium precipitation reactions are carried out. The flow generated in such a
precipitator is complex and there is very little information available in the literature about unbaﬄed reactors stirred with magnetic
rod. That is why a hydrodynamic modelling has been developed using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in order to get accurate
description of mixing phenomena inside the precipitator and therefore to be able to predict the solid particle properties. Due to the
strong turbulence anisotropy, the turbulence transport simulation is achieved by a large eddy simulation (LES) approach which
gives unsteady solutions. The numerical simulations are performed in 3D using the Trio U code developed at the Commissariat
à l’Énergie Atomique. The predictive performances of the modelling are analysed through a mixing phenomena study. Both
experimental and numerical studies are performed. This work shows how hydrodynamics inside the reactor can have a noticeable
eﬀect on the precipitate properties and how LES modelling is a very eﬀective tool for the process control.

1. Introduction
Owing to the manipulation of radioactive materials at large
scale, nuclear industry has to implement reactors with
unusual design. An unbaﬄed magnetic rod-stirred reactor
thus has been developed in the spent nuclear fuel reprocessing industry for use as a precipitator [1, 2]. Precipitation
reactions being very fast are well known to be highly sensitive
to mixing eﬀects. That is why an accurate knowledge of the
hydrodynamics inside the reactor is particularly essential to
control the quality of the solid particles formed, on the one
hand, and to develop a global modelling of the precipitation
process, on the other hand.
Flows in stirred unbaﬄed vessels have not been widely
discussed in the literature, unlike stirred baﬄed vessels,
because they are less frequently used in processes [2–4].
Their mixing performance is significantly lower due to the

predominance of the tangential velocity over the axial
and radial velocity components. Without counterimpellers,
however, fluid rotation leads to the formation of a vortex
that distorts the free surface; some applications can take
advantage of this vortex. In the precipitator considered here,
this configuration limits scaling by maintaining potentially
adhering particles away from the walls and thus facilitates
maintenance procedures that are particularly demanding in
nuclear industry.
Moreover, all the studies described in the literature
concern conventional impellers, either radial (turbines, flator pitched-blade stirrers) or axial (helical impellers), none of
which corresponds to a magnetic rod rotating at the bottom
of the vessel.
According to Rankine’s combined vortex description, the
hydrodynamics in an unbaﬄed reactor is characterized by
the presence of two macromixing zones. The liquid near
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the axis rotates as a solid cylinder with an angular velocity
closed to the agitator one, whereas the outside liquid behaves
as a free vortex [5]. The presence of these two diﬀerent
mixing zones highly impacts the distribution of reagent
concentrations and the powder quality.
Knowing how important it is to entirely control the
properties of actinide precipitates, a hydrodynamic modelling of the vortex precipitator has been undertaken using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Due to the predominance of the circulation flow around the impeller axis, the
turbulence is highly anisotropic. Then, the classical statistical turbulence models (Reynolds-Average-Navier-Stokes(RANS-) like models) cannot be applied. The turbulence
transport simulation can be achieved using the Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) approach which resolves the largest scales
using filter and gives the unsteady flow field taking into
account the real movement of the stirrer. LES appears to be
a very promising alternative to RANS techniques and direct
numerical simulations (DNSs) [6–8]. The first ones present
many limitations especially when solving complex flows with
highly anisotropic turbulence while the latter one remains
still far too expensive for industrial applications. Recently
several chemical engineering studies based on the large eddy
simulation approach have been published in the literature,
to describe flows in baﬄed and unbaﬄed stirred tank reactor
[9–13]. Results obtained are overall very satisfactory.
The objective of this work is to check the potential of LES
approach to describe mixing in the vortex reactor and then
to be applied to model the precipitation process.

2. Precipitation Experiments
2.1. Experimental Setup. In order to highlight the influence
of the presence of two macromixing zones on the precipitation mechanisms, diﬀerent reagent feeding positions are
tested in the vortex reactor. Due to obvious experimental
constraints, experiments are performed using neodymium to
simulate the actinide behaviour [14] at laboratory scale in a
geometric similarity reactor, shown in Figure 1. It consists of
an unbaﬄed glass cylindrical vessel stirred by a cylindrical
magnetic rod and equipped with a thermostated loop and an
overflow nozzle.
The ratios between the tank diameter T, the tank height
H, and the rod length D are as follows:
D
= 0.47,
T

Overflow
H
Magnetic rod

D
T

Figure 1: Experimental precipitator diagram.
Table 1: Operating parameters of precipitation experiments.
Temperature T (◦ C)
Residence time τ)min)
[Nd3+ ] (mol.L−1 )
[C2 O4 2− ] (mol.L−1 )
Acidity in the reactor
(mol.L−1 )

25
30
0.2
0.7
1

They are performed under stoichiometric conditions and in
nitric acid medium.
The rotation speed is adjusted so that the volume power
consumption is the same one as for the industrial feature.
The flow is fully turbulent as the impeller Reynolds number
is greater than 104 [15]:
Rea =

ND2
≈ 2 104 ,
ν

(3)

where N is the stirrer speed and ν the kinematic viscosity.
Precipitation experimental conditions are detailed in
Table 1.
Samples taken at the reactor outlet are analyzed using a
particle size analyzer (Malvern Mastersizer) and observed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Two feeding point positions are investigated as shown in
Figure 2: one located into the free vortex (a) and the other
located into the forced vortex (b). The reagents are injected
above the surface of the liquid.

(1)

H
= 1.5.
T

The precipitations are carried out at room temperature
by mixing continuously a neodymium III nitrate solution to
an oxalic acid solution, according to the following equilibrium:
2Nd(NO3 )3 + 3H2 C2 O4

Thermostated
loop

2.2. Experimental Results. Experimental results point out a
sensible influence of the feeding location on the crystal size.
Figure 3 shows the SEM photos of neodymium III oxalate
which has a lengthened platelets shape and Table 2 compares
the mean particle sizes which vary by a factor of 1.5 to 2.
Larger crystals are obtained when the reagents are injected
into the free vortex.

H2 o

←−→ Nd2 (C2 O4 )3 · 10H2 O

+ 6HNO3
(2)

2.3. Mixing Phenomena Observations. These two operating
conditions lead to diﬀerent hydrodynamic behaviours of
the system. In the first case, the precipitate appears into
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(a) In the free vortex

(b) In the forced vortex

Figure 2: Feeding positions in the precipitator.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Neodynium III oxalate crystals obtained in the free vortex (a) and in the forced vortex (b).

Table 2: Mean volume crystal size depending on the feeding
position.
Feeding point localisation
Forced vortex
Free vortex

L43 (μm)
80–100
160–180

the whole of the reactor as shown in Figure 4(a). On
the contrary, for a reagent inlet located into the forced
vortex, a coloured column appears at the reactor centre (see
Figure 4(b)), and then the precipitate diﬀuses progressively
inside the free vortex from the reactor bottom upwards.
This experimental study proves the major role of flows
which characterise an unbaﬄed precipitator and points out
the need for an accurate hydrodynamic description in order
to quantify this influence and to guarantee a better control
of the process. That is why the flow pattern inside the
precipitator is studied using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD).

3. Hydrodynamic Modelling
Unbaﬄed reactors are characterised by a strong turbulent
anisotropy as the tangential component is largely predominant. The turbulence models based on the eddy viscosity
concept (k-ε-like models), classically used in chemical engineering, cannot take into account the turbulence anisotropy.
That is why a hydrodynamic modelling has been developed
at industrial scale using the large eddy simulation (LES)
approach which gives unsteady solutions. In LES approach,
the large scales are solved while the small ones are modelled
by applying a space filter [16] so that the unsteady flow
field can be reached according the real movement of the
magnetic rod. The numerical simulations are performed in
3D with the trio U code developed at the French Atomic
Energy Commission [17–20].
3.1. Calculation Parameters. The computational field is
based on the geometry shown in Figure 1. Inlet and outlet
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(a) In the free vortex

(b) In the forced vortex

Figure 4: Reagent feeding position influence during the precipitation process.
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Figure 6: Histogram of the largest angle of tetrahedra.
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Figure 5: Homogeneous unstructured grid with tetrahedral elements.

flows are not taken into account. A fixed homogeneous
unstructured grid is realised with about 650 000 tetrahedral
elements of approximately the same volume (see Figures 5
and 6).
The ratio between the cell length scale Δx and the tank
diameter T is about Δx = T/40. The ratio of cell volume to
mean cell volume ranges from 0.101 and 3.16. The histogram
of the largest angle of each tetrahedral element (see Figure 6)
shows the good quality of the mesh.

The tank is supposed to be filled with water. The initial
conditions of this calculation consider a fluid at rest with
a horizontal free surface. At the initial instant the magnetic
rod is driven to the required constant rotation speed with a
Reynolds number of about 7 104 .
The air/water interface is simulated by the Discontinuous
Front Tracking method [21] and defined by a moving
Lagrangian mesh independent of the Eulerian finite element
mesh of the computational field. This two-phase gas/liquid
model presents the advantage of simulating the free surface
motion according to the flow.
The magnetic rod is taken into account by an Immersed
Boundary Condition model [22]. It is defined by an independent Lagrangian mesh which rotates at an imposed constant
speed [23] and its action on the surrounding fluid results in
additional momentum source terms (forcing terms). NavierStokes equations are then solved in the fixed frame of the
tank.
Characterised by an impeller Reynolds number equal to
7 104 , the flow is fully turbulent.
The eddy viscosity is modelled according to the
Wall-Adaptating Local Eddy-Viscosity concept (the WALE
model) [24]. This subgrid turbulence model, which is a
functional-modelling-like unsteady model, improves the system behaviour near walls, in shear layers, and in turbulence
transition process.
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Figure 7: Vortex formation after stirrer startup.
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Figure 8: Vector velocity field at two diﬀerent rod positions on a reactor midplane.
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Figure 9: Representation of instantaneous turbulent flow structures using Q criterion.

The top of the tank is an open boundary with an imposed
pressure. The walls are modelled with standard law-ofthe-wall boundary conditions, as boundary layers are not
resolved by the mesh.

3.2. Inducing Fluid Flow. The stirring action at the bottom
of the vessel imparts a rotating movement to the fluid and
forms a vortex at the surface. The entire fluid volume cannot
be placed in movement instantaneously: 15 seconds are
necessary for the volume fluid to reach steady-state kinetic
energy conditions. Figure 7 shows this progressive vortex
formation following the stirrer startup.
The unsteady gas/liquid interface simulation method
allows us to observe the continuous movement of the
free surface after formation of the vortex, unlike statistical
approaches that give the time averaged fields and then cannot
capture the time fluctuations [2]. The vortex follows the
main rotational movement of the flow, and the interface is
therefore not exactly axisymmetric in the vortex zone: its tip
exhibits slight processional motion with a vertical.
3.3. LES Instantaneous Velocities. In agreement with Nagata’s
model [25], the main flow comprises fluid rotation around
the vessel symmetry axis, in which the tangential velocity
component predominates. However, the tangential velocity
norm varies in space and time with the rod position.
The fluid is periodically discharged radially by the rod,
forming swirling structures superimposed on one other
over the full height of the reactor. These moving structures
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Time: 26.700001

Time: 27.000000

Time: 27.300100

Time: 27.500000

Figure 10: Upwards movement of the secondary structures.
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Figure 11: Values of (s, t) in the Lumley triangle for the forced (a) and the free vortex zone (b).
Table 3: Comparison of CFD rc∗ value with Nagata’s and Le Lan’s
models (Rea = 7 104 ).

rc∗

LES

Nagata’s correlation

Le Lan’s correlation

0.5

0.53

0.51

of smaller magnitude vary approximately synchronously
with the movement of the stirrer. The velocity vector field
shown in Figure 8 on a reactor mid-plane at diﬀerent times
demonstrates the displacement of these structures.
The turbulent structures can be observed using the levelsets of the Q criterion which is the commonly used Eulerian
criteria for coherent vortices [26]. Representing the eddy
structures based on this turbulence criterion shows a dominant vertical central structure (see Figure 9) surrounded by
smaller secondary structures that exhibit not only helical
rotational movement around the vessel centreline but also
upward motion from the bottom toward the vortex (see

Figure 10). The secondary structures are in the free vortex
zone.
As LES solution holds most of the turbulent fluctuations
(those solved by the grid), it is possible to have access in each
control volume to good estimates of Reynolds tensor and
then to build the Lumley triangle [27]. The (s, t) values in
the Lumley triangle, obtained in the forced and in the free
vortex zones, are shown in Figure 11 (s and t are the first
and second eigenvalues of the anisotropy tensor [27]). They
clearly highlight the strong turbulence anisotropy in most of
regions of the precipitator, as no dots are situated close to the
origin.
3.4. Comparison with Experimental Results. Experimental
velocity measurements have been performed in the vortex
reactor using Laser Doppler Velocimetry. Figure 12 provides
a comparison between the tangential, radial, and axial
velocities measured experimentally and calculated with LES.
Velocities are dimensionalized using a reference velocity
Vθ = πND and their evolution is given with respect to the
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Figure 12: Mean (u) and fluctuating parts (u ) of the velocity field along the radius at the same height z∗ = 0.35. Solid lines: LES results;
symbols: experiments.
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Figure 13: Energy spectrum of the vertical velocity fluctuations
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experiments (measured at 0, 90, 180, and 270◦ at the same z∗ and
r ∗ ); orange lines: LES computations (measured at 0, 45, 90,. . .,
315◦ ) at the same z∗ and r ∗ ). The black straight line is a k −5/3 slope.
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Figure 16: Comparison between computational vortex profiles
(points) and Nagata’s theory (black line).
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Figure 14: Energy spectrum of the radial velocity fluctuations in
the free vortex (z∗ = 0.35 and r ∗ = 0.89). Red line: experiments;
blue lines: LES computations. The black straight line is a k −5/3 slope.

nondimensionalized radius r ∗ for the height z∗ = Z/H =
0.35:
u∗i =

ui
,
πND

2r
r = .
D

(4)

∗

where u is the velocity vector and r the radial distance.
We can notice that fluctuations are very intense for all
components, especially at the bottom of the tank (See Figure
12). Mean and fluctuating axial velocity are of the same order.
Moreover, radial fluctuations are much stronger than the
mean counterparts (with the very exception of the region
close to the impeller). This indicates a strong unsteadiness of
the flow. Additional comparisons, at diﬀerent heights can be
found in a previous publication [28] which shows that most
of the mean and fluctuating velocities are well described by
our LES simulation.

A more detailed analysis of the flow inside the vortex
reactor can be provided by a spectral analysis. In order to be
compared with experimental results, spectra are computed
from temporal signals whose duration exceeds 7000 rod
rotations for experimental signals and 200 rod rotations for
LES computations.
Figure 13 shows a typical spectrum of the vertical velocity
fluctuations in the forced vortex region (z∗ = 0.11 and
r ∗ = 0.18) and Figure 14 in the free vortex region (z∗ =
0.35 and r ∗ = 0.89). The frequencies are converted to
nondimensionnal ones with the impeller rotation speed N
used as a reference frequency. The spectral analysis points out
the most obvious signature: the signature of the rod motion.
Close to the impeller, the dominant frequency is of course
twice the impeller rotation rate (i.e., f ∗ = 2).
These figures show that the dispersion of the experimental lines (3) versus angular position in the tank is moderate,
except for very low frequencies. Similarly, the dispersion of
the curves in the LES computation (6) is very limited, even at
low frequencies. In Figure 13, several harmonics of the main
frequency are observed, especially in the LES computation,
namely, f ∗ = 2, 4, and 6. The real experimental signal
exhibits more dumped harmonics, for the harmonic f ∗ =
6 is barely present in the real fluid. The peak close to f ∗ = 1
in the simulation results is an artefact of an overestimated
epitrochoidal motion superimposed to the rod rotation to
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Figure 17: Tracer path-injection into the forced vortex.

mimic an oﬀ-axis precession of the centre of gravity of
the rod. This motion has been observed for low height of
liquid in the tank and postulated to exist when the tank is
properly filled. The absence of such a f ∗ = 1 peak in the
experimental results shows that the real precession motion is
more limited with nominal liquid height. Figure 13 points
out also an unsatisfactory agreement between the highfrequency trends. The simulation seems to be overdissipating
for the highest frequencies in several locations in the tank.
This is probably due to a lack of resolution. The cutoﬀ
frequency in the calculation is a little too low, and as a
consequence, the nonlinear convection scheme too much
stabilizes the flow in those regions. However, this behaviour
does not seem to aﬀect the overall energy of the fluctuations:
the agreement between experimental and computational
lower frequency levels is fairly good.
Finally, we can conclude that here is globally a good
agreement between LES and experiments, which validates the
numerical simulations and its LES model. The LES hydrodynamic modelling can thus be applied to the precipitation
process modelling.
3.5. Mean Velocity Fields. According to Nagata’s theory, the
mean tangential velocity increases linearly with the radius in
the forced vortex zone (see Figure 15):
0 < r < rc : ut = rωc ,

(5)

where rc is the radius of the boundary between the forced
vortex and the free vortex.
The angular velocity of the fluid near the centre ωc was
found to be slightly lower than the agitator velocity ωa :
ωc /ωa = 93%
In the free vortex zone, tangential velocity is inversely
proportional to the radius:
rc < r <

T
: ut r 0.6 = constant.
2

(6)

The computational values of the forced vortex radius are
of the same order than those calculated with both Nagata
et al.’s [25] and Le Lan and Angelino’s [29] correlations.
For instance, for an impeller Reynolds number of 7 104 ,
Table 3 presents the following diﬀerent dimensionless radius
rc∗ = 2rc /D.
Figure 16 compares vortex profiles calculated at diﬀerent
moments with Nagata’s theory. The computational-free surface is in good agreement with Nagata’s relations:


2

h = ha +

r
1 2
π (Rc )2 D Fr c
2
r

h = ha +

r
1 2
π (Rc )2 D Fr 2 − c
2
r



for 0 ≤ r ≤ rc ,


2 

(7)

T
,
2
where Fr is the Froude number and ha the height between the
bottom of the tank and the bottom of the vortex.
Using the results of the LES simulations, the radius of
the boundary between the forced vortex and the free vortex
can be accurately determined according to the operating
conditions. This information is crucial to control the reagent
feeding point.
for rc ≤ r ≤

3.6. Mixing Phenomena. The hydrodynamic modelling is
used to enhance the mixing phenomena inside the vortex
reactor. The injection of a tracer is simulated in order to
visualize the preferential path followed by a fluid particle
depending on the initial feed location. The computational
simulations reproduce the previous experimental observations.
When the tracer is injected into the forced vortex, it
remains confined inside until it reaches the stirrer; then it
diﬀuses into the free vortex (see Figure 17).
On the contrary, when the passive tracer is supplied in
the free vortex, the tracer is diluted into the whole volume of
the reactor (see Figure 18).
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Time: 16.015499
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Figure 18: Tracer path-injection into the free vortex.

Mixing phenomena are completely diﬀerent in both
studied cases and influence highly precipitation mechanisms:
nucleation, growth, and agglomeration processes. In the free
vortex, the reagents injected are beforehand diluted into the
surrounding fluid and precipitation takes place in the whole
volume. On the contrary, in the forced vortex, inlet flows
imprisoned in a very low volume remain concentrated so
that high supersaturation gradients appear in the reactor.
Thus, the free vortex enhances the growth process leading to
the larger crystals, whereas the forced vortex characterised
by high supersaturations enhances nucleation phenomena
leading to smaller crystals. The supersaturation profile inside
the precipitator is highly dependent on the reagent feeding
position.

ha : Height between the bottom of the tank and
the bottom of the vortex (m)
H: Reactor height (m)
N: Stirrer speed (rpm)
r : Radius (m)
rc : Forced vortex radius (m)
s, t : Fisrt and second eigenvalues of the
anisotropy tensor (m2 . s−1 )
t: Time (s);
T: Reactor diameter (m)
u: Velocity vector, (m·s−1 )
Vθ : Reference velocity, (m s−1 )
z: Height m
ω: Angular velocity (m·s−1 )
ν: Kinematic viscosity (m2 · s−1 )

4. Conclusions
The LES approach using Trio U code has been successfully
applied to simulate with a high accuracy degree the flow in a
vortex precipitator. The LES simulations allow the unsteady
velocity and turbulence fields according to the agitator
position to be calculated. The spectral analysis points out
that the most significant frequencies are retrieved. Mixing
phenomena are accurately described. Both numerical and
experimental studies point out the major role of the flow
pattern inside the precipitator. Indeed the mean crystal size
can vary by a factor of 1.5 to 2 times only by modifying the
reagent injection position. During the process precipitation,
the position of the reagent feeding has to be controlled
carefully; otherwise the precipitate properties vary. Using the
results of the LES simulations, it is possible to get a good
estimation of the radius of the forced vortex.
A global modelling of actinide precipitation processes is
under development by combining this hydrodynamic model
with kinetic laws in order to solve the population balance.
Nucleation, crystal growth, and agglomeration kinetics are
taken into account [30, 31]. The computer simulation is an
important tool for the design, the optimisation, and scale-up
of new geometries, especially in nuclear environment where
experiments are limited.

Nomenclature
L43 : Mean volume particle diameter (m)
D: Magnetic rod length (m)

Subscript
∗

: Nondimensionalized variable.
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